SAXS analysis of polypropylene-layered silicate nanocomposites: an integrated correlations functions approach using an exfoliation factor.
Use of correlation function and interface distribution function to obtain the morphological parameters from Small Angle X-ray Scattering data makes it as an important quantitative method to evaluate lamellar morphology. Analysis using correlation function assumes lamellar stack morphology with variation of electron density along one dimension where lateral width of lamellae is much larger than the long period normal to the lamellae and the electron density varies with a rectangular profile for alternating crystalline and amorphous layers. In this work, a modified Porod law approach is used for the deviation from ideal two phase model and the thickness of transition zone with variation in electron densities is calculated. Morphological parameters of various grades of organically modified Polypropylene clay nanocomposites, such as long period, linear crystallinity, lamellar thickness and amorphous thickness are estimated using a combination of correlation and interface distribution function. Presence of transition zones does not influence the values for amorphous layer thickness, crystalline layer thickness and long period. Variations in values of long period calculated from correlation and interface function suggest a distribution of lamellar sizes in the polymer and nanocomposites. A new model consisting of the integrated correlation function of polymer and organoclay was developed to quantify the extent of exfoliation of organoclay in the nanocomposites by introducing a parameter, the exfoliation factor, beta. For a highly non-exfoliated system, the large number of clay tactoids is highly correlated and interacting, the correlation function of nanocomposites will be similar to that of nanoclay samples with low values of exfoliation factor. The correlation function of well exfoliated nanocomposites is similar to neat polymer, and such systems have high values of the exfoliation factor. Moreover, the exfoliation factor, which is easily determined by a scattering experiment, correlated well to the important engineering properties of the nanocomposites.